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Abstract. Model reference adaptlve control with constrained complexity controllers
18 Studied and stabillty results obtained. The use and advantages of regression
VeCtoP filtering a r e also explained in connection vith the stabillty argument.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the problem of madel
refepence control for linear d~screte-time
systems. The princ~pal concern ls vith the
situation where exact following of the model is
impossible, becau~eof constraints imposed on the
controller complexity. These constraints may i n
turn arise from a (mistaken) assumptlan that the
plant order 1s less than is really the case.
In Johnson, Anderson and Bltmead (1984). a model
refe~encescheme of this type was described which
Has
based on direct adaptive control. This
reference also explained how filtering of the
regression vector could be used. In this paper.
we carry these ideas forward i n several respects:
(a)A
stability analysis is provided. The
equations a r e nonlinear and farced, and we
apgue first that , associated linearised
unforced equations are exponentially stable.
given suitable conditions on the input and a
reasonably close approximation to an exact
solution of the model reference problem.
(b) The use of regression vector filtering is
as an aid ta
motivated in two ways:
promoting stability, and as a means of
approximately securing minimization of a
frequency
weighted
performance
index
involving the error between the reference
model and plant outputs. In Johnson, Anderson
and Bitmead (1984), simulation evidence of
the properties established here was provided.
The simulations are not repeated here, but
their existence should be noted.
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
The true plant is described by

-

where "(.I.
Y(.)
are the input and output.
A(0)
1 , B(0)
r 0, q-'
is the unit delay
Operator.
Later. we shall introduce a modification in the form of a disturbanoe srgnal, which
can be used to account far nonlinearity, etc.
plant is to be controlled so that its
response matches, at least as far as possible.
the output z(.) of the reference model.

The

-

where r ( . ) 18 th_e rrfeerenoe model input,
~ ( 0 ) 1 . ~ ( 0 )i 0, d 2 d. Quality of patching is
measured by. a .Derformance index
J

- n--
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.

ilI(s-') Cz(k)

1.k

- y(k)Il2

(2.3)

where H(q-')
and BL(q-')
a r e stable causal
transfer functions, with ~(q-') chosen to
emphasize the importance of various frequency
components.
It is assumed also that B(q-') and C(q-') have
all their roots lnslde the unit clrcle, as is
standard, (Goodr?l and Sln (1984)).
TO develop the adaptive system equations, we
shall proceed in several stages.
Known System wlth Exact Matching
Suppose that A(q-') and B(q-') are known, and
we
Use
an
observer
vith
stable
that
charaoter~sticpolynomial P(q-') of degree n. Let
~(q-'). N(q-'1 vlth M(0)
1 be polynomial in q-'
501Vl"g
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and define also

To obtain a unijue
require that

solution to

(2.4) let us

deg N < deg A

(2.6)

Then the arrangement of Flg. 1 achieves exact
matching. Fig. lb, though more complicated than
its equivalent Fig. l a . displays tne observer
structure. Note that the transfer function from
7 , to y 1s easlly verified to be z-~c-' after
canoellatlon of P(z-')B(z-').
which is stable.
With exact matching. the minimum J in (2.3) is
zero. irrespective of H(.).
Defining
deg A
deg P

--

n, deg B
s, deg M

--

we notice that (2.4)
(2.6),

m, deg C
t. deg N

--

p, deg D
v

-

r.

(2.7a)

forces, in addition to

max (n+t), d+v) 2 p+s

(2.7b)

In addition. generically H and N must have enough

variable
parameters
to
a d ~ u s t all
the
coefficients on the right of (2.4). This requires
(2.7'2)

t+v+l 2 max (n+t, d+v)
ridaptive system with possibility of
matching, no regression vector filtering
NOW we assume that A(q")

and B(q-')
Define as the regression vector

The adaptive algorithm described above is varied
so that Z(k), which is a filtered version of the
earlier regression vector X(k), is used in place
of X(k) for parameter up-date purposes. This is
done as follows. Let

exact

are unknoun.

-

f

Block diagram manipulation vill show that

D

+

W(q-');(k)

N(q-')?(k)

+

that ulth ~(q-')

so

and

=

m* t
1 wiq-'.
0

... wt+,n.

0 - Cu0 u,

qdc(q-')y(k)

=

=

... n,lT

(2.9)

The adapt~ve control algorithm proceeds as
follows. Measure y(k); update 0(k-1) to 0(k) by

-

etk-1)

+

- ~~(k-d-i)~(~-l)l
(2.17)

Since all quantit~es on the right are known a

priori or measurable by time k, the quantity on
the left 1s Known. Then (2.11) can be replaced
by
i(k1

there holds

ick)

g9fi1C~(k-i)

'

1 n14-i

0

Y(k)X(k-d)

1 Cgi -

1.1
V

N(q-')

-

some manipulation shows that, vith F(q-')
Q
1
G
1
1 giq-l, then
i
.
0
1-0

CC(q-')y(kl

~+y(k)xT(k-d)x(~-d)

- xT(k-d)i(k-1 )I

(2.11)

p t h Y(k) E (0,21 such that the flrst entry of
e(k), viz k
vlll not be zero; using ~(k).
take

-

Z(k-1)

+

y(k)z(k-d)
i*~(k)zT(k-d)z(k-d~

zT(k-d)B(k-1)

(2.18)
Otherwise, the adaptive algorithm is the same.
Once again, follou~ng Johnson, Anderson and
Bitmead (1984) and Anderson and Johnson (1982)
one can establish that ly(k) - z(k)l
0 and uith
coprime A(.) and B(.) and a persistently exciting
condition on Z(k),
o r a sufficient richness
condrtion on r(k), convergence of B(k) and y(k)
a(k) to zero is exponential. Finally, the optimum
J 19 B e P o .
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Adaptive SysL?ms vith no exact matching passiole
We now restrizt the controller dimension so that
-y
r 0
exact asymptotic tracklng 1.e. z
i3 Impossible, because the true dimension or the
plant is larger than what we care to try to
model.
+

-[

-

1

1 dk'(k-h-d+d)l

Q.(k)

(2.12)

h=0

Let us suppose however that there exists a tuned
~tabilizing controller, defined by polynomials
W*(o-')
and ~ * (. a. - ' ). ..
such that with this
..
Controller. the closed laoo is stable and J in
(2.3) is minimized. Of course, ti* and NX vill
now in general depend on the external reference
signal r ( . ) and there is an existence question;
I S almOSt periodic, they vill Certainly
if P C . )
exist. The degrees a,& df w*, N* 3 be those
Which would allow exact solution of the tracking
p~oblem were the plant of some known lesser
OrdeP. The coefficients of w*,N* will be unknown
in the adaptive case. but o,B are assumed knoun.
~

This equation hag a s_irnple interpretatiol: u(k)
is constructed frpm k - i i - l . . t y(k-L),
L-O,..,v and r,(k) in the manner depicted by Fig.
lb. save that estimates of the coefficients of W,
N arq used in place of the true value of those
coefficients.
With 8(k) = 0 - i(k). (2.10) and (2.11) give the
parameter error equation
8(k)

-

[I

-

y(k)X(k-d)xT(k-d21~(k-l]
~(k)~~(k-d)~(k-dl

--

~

(2.13)
Sefer now to flaure 2. The nominal control signal

and arguments, sat out in for example Johnson.
Anderson and Bitmead (1984). by now almost
standard, establish that lz(k) - y(k)l + 0 and.
uith a persistency of excitation condition on
X(.).
that 8(k) * 0 exponentially fast. Using
argument as in Anderson and Johnson (1982), the
Persistency of excitation condition on X(.)
follows from a sufficient richness condition an
r ) and the additional assumption that A ( . ) ,
B(.) are coprime. Again. J in (2.3) becomes zero.
Aoaptlve systems uith p099ib~llty of
matcnlng, ulth regression vector fi:ter.na

~~~

exact

19

The actual control u(k) differs from uuX(k), and
is defined by (2.12) with the summation limits
t+m and v replaced by .,a:

FO11owing Johnson, Anderson and Bitmaad (1984),
let ~(q-I). G(q-') have all roots wlthln lql < 1,
F(O)
1. G(O)
0 and define Z(k). Y(k1 by

-

C€(q-')IIZ(k)
Y(k)

-

Co(q-')~Ix(k)

CG-'(q-')IIZ(k)

-

(2.14)
Let

[F-'(q-')Il~(kl

(2.15)

us now sum up

the assumptions and

the
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adaptive algorithm. We work vltn the plant (2.1).
with A(0)
1, B(0) - 0, and the model (2.2) with
~ ( 0 ) 1, D(O)
0, d 2 d. ~(q-') stable. We no
longer explie1tlE require ~(q-') stable; but note
that if, for example, o and B are such that exact
matching is possible, then the requirement that
the closed-loop be stable with no hidden modes
implies that B(q-') must be stable. In principls
though. 8(9-') does not have to be stable.

-

let us observe that there we had, see (2.4) and
(2.5).

- -

C(q")P(q-')
~(q-l)~(q-') + q-d~(q-')
W(q")
M(o-')B(a-')
When inserted into K(~-'), these identities lead
after stable pole-zero cancellation to

he adaptive algorithm nau becomes:
(1)
measure-y(k)
update 8(k-1) to i(k) by
(11)

In the nonexact matching case, we still expect 1
- K(s-')C(q-')
to have m a l l magnitude on 121 B
1. and to be stable. For notice that ( a s is
earlier checked) 1
= rKt~-~,ctn-')
..
lIz(k). and we expect y*(k)
z(k) to be small in
relation to z(k).

- -

where Z(k) is the filtered regression vector,
defined in terms of the standard regressLon
vector X(k) by
CF(q-')IIZ(k)

-

C~(q-')~lx(k)

'

-

.-.-

Returning to the inexact matching case, observe.
uslns (3.5). (3.6) and (3.3). that

(2.22a)
?(k)

where now

-

-

K(q-')C~~(k-d)$(k-d)]

(3.9)

yX(k)
q-a~(q-')~(q-l)r(k)
Notice that (2.20) and the fact that
"

(ii,
are defined via Fig. 2); also, v(k)
given by

is

u(k)

- 1 pjz(k-j)
J-1

q'a~(q-')r(k)

-

(3.10)

c(k) yield
xT(k-d)i(k-d)

(3.11)

so that

Taking (3.4). (3.9) and (3.10)
means that
~ ( k ) K(~-')x- x-d)e4

uith X(.) and r(.) as i n (2.15) and (2.16)
(ill) apply u(k), as defined i n (2.20).
3.

-

A CPUClal quantlty
equation (2.21) is
asse~t:

FORMULATION OF AN ERROR MODEL

Let us begin by making a simple abseruatian.

Lemma

In the adaptive algorithm stated at
3.1.
the end of the 'preceding section, and ulth

Lemma 3.2
-

v(k)
+

t h e m holds
u(k)

- u'(k)

- -.:
1

xT<x)8(k)

-

-where y*(k) is the portion of the output due to
r(k),
and i ( k )
is the portion due to
G(k)
u(k) -u (k). Modulo decaying exponentials,
there holds (as is evident from the figure)

-

Define the transfer function

-

P(a-l)B(a-l)

w*(~-~)A(~-')

+

-

(3.13)

the parameter update
given i n (2.23). We

With quantities as deflned above,

~(q~')~(q-')lz~(k-d)8(u-ll

-

IK(q-')C(q-')

-

in
v(k),

this

l:[~~(k-d)6(*-1)1

KC[Z~(K-~)~(K-I
)I

(3.14)

[~~-llfq-~~r(k)

(3.3)

Proof 19 omitted due to space limitations.
Now with reference to Fig. 2, let

~(q-')

together.

z-dl*(q-')B(q-')

(3.1)
TO make oannection uith the preceding section,

-

-

I

+

2 - d l - 1

-

k

d

l

(3.151

Let us sum up the Cnange to the parameter error
update equation. With exact matching, we obtain
from (2.81

Without exact matcning,
(2.21) and (3.16)

there

obtains

using

B D. 0. Anderson el a1
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The changes can be summarrsed as follows:
The homogeneous part of (3.16) has an identity
operator replaced by K(~-')C(~-') uhlch should at
least be close to 1 in same
A forclng term
appears.
The smaller K(O-~)C(~-')-~
is, the
.
.... . ~.
smaller is this term. part
of the term is due to
the external input (
) A further Part has
magnltude i n A p a r t defined by the rate of
variation of 8. ~f y(k) is small, this further
part is oC~'[k)l.
~

~

4. STABILITY OF THB ADAPTIVE SYSTEM

Let us assume that A
and 8(.) are coprime.
Equation (2.18) or (3.17) is the most impqrtant
equation. The argument that IZ(k)
is bounded,
and that JzT(k-d)B(k-l)/ + o has been given in
Johnson. Anderson and Bitmead(l984). With Z(k-d)
persistently exciting, then
1k
0
exponentially fast, Anderson and Johnson (1982).
We shall now consider the conditions for Z(k-d)
t o be persistently exciting. Notice that as
k - d k l
0. B
-1
* 0 and
so the controller coefficients become more and
mope slowly varying. For any constant controller
defined by ~(q-I), ~(q-')Tthere results, as a
little calculation shows

II

1

-

~~

~~~~

(4.3)

K(q-')~(q-')[~*~(k-d)B(k-l)

and suppose r(k)
is such that ~'(k-d)
is
persistently exciting. (Conditlans guaranteeing
thls are discussed later.)
Refer now to Figure 3. The upper part of the
figure (above the dashed llne) denotes a,
exponentially stable system. Hence the system
with input s,(k),
output s,(k)
(without the
bottom loop conneoted) is BIB0 stable. With a
break in the bottom loop between sr(k) and s,(k),
we see that the gain from s,(k) to s,(k) will be
m a i l (in the e, sense for any 1 S p S -1 if KC
1s Stable and
[KC-1 I for an appropriate norm is
small. Then the loop gain from s,(k) to s,(k)
will be less than 1 if IKC-1 I is small, and
then (4.3) vill be movably exponentially stable.

I

S y ~ t e mwith regression vector filtering

I

r

I

I

I

There are several other ways of considering this
set-up. First, suppose that Y(k) is sufficiently
small that we can neglect terms in O(Y')
in
comparlslan wlth O(Y) terms. Then (4.4) has the
Same stability properties as
8(k)

-

8(k-1)

-

~(k)~*(k-d)~(q-')c(q-')

~~

~ ( k - d )= [A

q - l ~

... q-(m+t)~ q-d~...q-(d+v)81T

-

If k is very large, and W,N are time-varying, but
varying very slouly, (4.1) is still virtually
true. We shall state conditions for the
pemiatency o f excitation of Z(k-d) and X(k-d)
which are valid for any WIN. (Given satisfaction
of the condition it then follows of course that
Y,N asymptotically agree with the values giving
exact matching.

r

izXT(k-d)a(k)]

(4.4)

a sufficient condition for exponential
stability, given persistency of excitation of
z*(.),
is that KC be strictly positive real. If
IK(d~)c(ej~) - 1 1 is less than 1 far all w , the
strict positive r;al condition holds. It is quite
and

,

-.

--

~~~

~.

-~

,

~~-

~~

....

stabilitv is still retained. For z*(.)
cornorisinn
.
.
a linear combination of sinusoids, this second
idea can be sharpened by appealing to a discrete
time version of results of Riedle and Kokatovic
(1984): if
~

Arguing as in Anderson and Johnson (1982) if the
is sufficiently rich, then
signal i~/(W~+z-dN~)lr
X(k-d) will be persistently exciting provided
there exist no nonzero constants Yi. 6j f o r uhich

Since B(q-')
and A(q-') are coprime, this can
be Shawn to be impossible. Since C,F a r e both
stable pOlynOmialS, it is not hard to check that
Z(k-d)

=

C

(~1)X(k-d) is persistently excitng when

has eigenvalues inside the unit circle and Y is
suitably small, then exponential stability holds.
For
constant Y(k), and ZX(.) of the form
nominated, the evaluation is easy to perform, and
shows that Lhe bul* of the frequency content af
z'(.) needs :a be where ReiK(eJuC(eJw)l > 0.
Next, uith xe,r-d) defined similarly to ZX(k-d),
COnSldeP

X(k-d) is Persistently exciting, while CD/(WA +
z - d ~ ~ ) l r is Sufficiently rich
if
Dr
is
sufficiently rich. See fdr example Boyd and
sastry (1984) for a quick argument.
Consequently, if Dr contains at least m+trlrv
Max (rn+t+n+l, d+v+m+l) complex frequencies, or
r(k) satisfies a related time domain condition.
of a type set out in, for example, Anderson and
Johnson (19821, Z(k-d) is persistently exciting.
Stability of the e r r o r model uith filtering and
inexact matching
We turn now to an examination of (3.17).
Let ~"(k-d) be the value of ~ ( k - d )obtained when
a controller is inserted uhich is fixed, and
defined by 8*. Consider temporarily the equation

This is a llnear equation for 8(k) still, with
the right side of (4.6) differing from the right
k It readily follows
side of (4.3) by O
that uith LYLd)) suitabily small. (4.6) inherits
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the stability properties of (4.3).
consider (4.6) vith z'(.),
xk(.) replaced by
and X(.). Since zX(k-d) - Z(k-d) and xX(k-d)
X(k-d) a r e O(max
as examination of
3 5k
Figure 2 will suggest, it follows that (4.6)
pep~e9ents a linearised version of the following
equation:

z(.)

-

I laj 1 ).

which implies, with ~(z-') the plant transfer
function,

for 1-1 ,..M.
his states that the plant transfer
function can be matched at M d~stinctfrequencies
with a tpansfer function of denominator degree u
and numerator degree 8. For generlc ui, for
M > a*Btl and for a W(z-')
which actually cannot
be so represented. (4.12) cannot be fulfilled.

5.

THE CONVERGENCE REGION

In the nonexact matching case, one cannot,expect
the e r r o r B(k), satisfvine
m
" 1
- - anoroaeh
zero as k+- (although in particular sltuatitnns it
may). We recall also that the namlnal 8
was
defined by requiring minim~sation of the lndex J
in
(2.3).
Let us temporarily drop this
requirement on B*, and seek to describe
conditions ensuring
that
the
(asymptotic)
time-averaged value of 8(kl is z e r o , which means
that a* must represent a central value for the
fluctuating estimates e(k). We shall compare this
value to the one used earlier.uhieh causes
minimization of J (Par a particular choice of
H(.).

.

we
can
expect
exponential
Accordingly,
cmvergenoe at least if the actual values of
liB(o)l
are not too great. Last, when we
consider (3.17).
which differs from (4.7) by
viPtUe of the inclusion of the forcing term.
pesults On total stability as set out in, for
example Anderson and Johnstone (1981) guarantee
that (3.17) vill enjoy BIB0 behaviour in the
sense that if the conditions are fulfilled
guaranteeing exponential stability
of
the
homogeneous version (4.7) of 3 1 7 and if in
addition the forcing term is small (which will be
the case if /[K(~~~)C(~JU)-I;[G(~~OIIF(~~Y)]O(~~W)
is small in the region where r(k) has significant
frequency content), then for some constant M ,

1

lim sup ( 18(k)
k+-

11

2 M lim sup

k+-

I[(KC-1

)'q;Or(k)
F

1(
(4.8)

L e t u s sum UD aaain the condition we have
Imposed:
(a) zX(k-d) ~s persistently excltlng
b K C is smalld at least /K(ej~)~(ej~)-l
/
13 small where Z has slgnrflcant frequency

1

-

.

-7.

We shall make the following assumptions: ( a ) r(k)
is a linear Combination af sinusaids (b1 (Z(k) ( (
is bounded. as are salutiona of (3.17) is) A
discrete-time v e r s l o n of standard thearems 'for
differential e9uat:nns in Hale (1969) holds, so
that solutions of (3.11) as k
become almost
periodic (in an appropriate discrete-time sense).
and possess time-averages (dl A diserete-time
version of averaging theorems far differential
equations in Hale (1969) holds, when Y is
Suitably small and constant.

I

Separate unpublished work of the authors h&
demonstrated, unsurprisingly, the validity of (cl
and (d). With the above assumptions in force, we
make the following assertion:

Tneorem
The condition on persistency of excitation of
ZX(k-dl requires some comment. First.notice that
zX(k-d) will be persistently exciting if and only
if ~'(k-d) is persistently exciting, vith ~'(k-d)
given by the following variant on (4.1):

5.1.
Let :a
define the controller.
assumed stabilizing, which causes the average
value of the solution of (3.17), vith O(yi1 terms
neglected, to be z e r o . Let a: define the (fixed)
Cont~oller, assumed stabilizing which minimizes
the index

Then 8f causes
[z(k-d)[~(q-~)~(~-')-l~Z'"(k-d)a~

there are two way3 to think about the
requirement on ~'(k-d). First, xX(k-d) vlll be
Persistently excitlng if there is no solutlan of
(4.2) vith m+t, v replaced by a.8 and ~f
~ D ~ ( W * A + Z ~ ~ N * Bis
) I sufficiently
~
rich. Since. in
general, either a<m+t or B<v or both, we merely
need D r to contain max(o+l+n, d+v+m+ll dlstinct
complex frequencies (or fulfill a related tlme
domain condition).
This statement of
the
condition unfortunately lnvolves m and n, w h ~ c h
may be large. The second way to consider the
issue is to postulate that
NOW

-

0

(5.2)

and :8 causes

-

0
(5.3)

[~(~-')~(~~')~(k-dI:K(q-')C(q~'l-ll~~(k-d8

.:8
vith K(.) depending in (5.2) and (5.31 on 8.:
Note that in case i(eJw)C(ejw)-l is small in the
region where Z(.l has slgnificant frequency
(5.2)
and
(5.3)
are
evidently
content,
approximately equivalent. In Johnson, Anderson
and Bitmead (19841 equality of 8: and 8: was
conjectured.

B D.0. Anderson rt a1
different, and the extra driving term to (3.17,
6. ADDITION OF A DISTURBANCE SIGNAL
will be small enough, to Contlnue the pOsSibillt
Y
of appealing to BIB0 stability results, so
Referring to figure 2, let us suppose now that
an ad~ustment to (4.6) will apply, with
y(.) represents the plant output perturbed by a
modification reflecting the disturbance.
disturbance or noise signal 1 . we find that
instead of (3.4) we have
1 008

7. CONCLUSION
This paper has attempted to give thearetlcal
underpinnings to the slmulatlon results reportea
in Johnson. Anderson and Bitmead (1984). we have
been concerned wlth a nonlinear, forced set
equations, and we have attempted to clarify the
intermingled roles of Persistency of excitation,
Strict positive realness, and regression vector
filtering i n the stability of the algorithm
studied. The key conditions are that the gain in
the parameter update algorithm be kept small, and
the filtered regresslon vector have the bulk
~ t sfrequency content i n the region vhere good
model follov~ng1s possible, even with controller
constraints.

~ i t hy.y* as before, and

S~milarly one can detemlne a carrectlon to u(K).
It follows that the regression vector X(k) and
then the flltered regression vector Z(k) are
modified. If the frequency content of n(.) 1s
mainly in a band where r ( . ) has little frequency
content, then the regression vector filtering
will be able to suppress same of the effect of
the effect of !I(.).
The disturbance also affects v(k), the normal
emor slgnal driving the parameter update.
Follovlng the proof of Lemma 3.2, where we start
with the expression (2.23) for v(k), ue derrve in
lieu of (3.14).
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and (3.17) 1s madlfled by the addltlon on the
right side of
Y(k)Z(k-d)

A(k)

=

c(q-')F-'(q-')
l*l!k)~~(k-d)~(~-d)

W~(

- 8 )

~(q-')c(q-')n(k)

(6.4)

P(q-')B(q-')
-,(k)
I I 1, small enough, the
F(q-')
filtered regpegaton vector ulll be llttle
If J;P
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